8 Princess Road West
Leicester
LE1 6TP
08/12/16

Gavin Barwell MP
House of Commons
London
SW1A 0AA
Dear Mr. Barwell,

I hope this letter finds you well. I am writing to you today concerning the recent announcement
as part of the Autumn Statement that the government will seek to ban agency fees as part of the
Renter’s Rights Bill. As a brief forward, I would emphasise that we are in full support of the Bill’s
secondary propositions including its measures against rogue landlords (which we and our close
colleagues at Homefinder UK have championed). The blanket ban on fees, however, is not a
solution to the problems and grievances faced by today’s tenants – if anything, it is an
exacerbation.
As a former critic of this policy, we would urge you to consider the issue from the side of the
small, local businesses whose revenue depends almost entirely on these fees. Unlike the larger
corporates at which this bill is targeted, independents like ourselves – who charge tenants well
under the national average and operate a strict ‘no hidden fees’ policy – will have no choice but
to pass this shortfall onto rents. This is not a question of absorbing costs, this is a question of
staying afloat as a business.
The suggestion has been made that, in order for agents to cover costs, the fees for an average
12-month period would be integrated into rental payments. The primary impact of this would be
that longer-term lets would be significantly more expensive for tenants. The point has also been
made that the recent ban on fees in Scotland has had a minimal short-term effect on rent. To this
I would say that the property market in Scotland is completely different from England, and moreso
again from London (as Emoov’s latest study has illuminated particularly clearly). Adding to this
the greater overheads of running agencies further south, it would be a fundamental mistake to
perceive these markets as similar enough to impose blanket legislation over.
Many, including ourselves, would be more than happy with a cap on agency fees and stricter
legislation concerning hidden surcharges. As it stands, without an in-depth consultation on the
motion, we are not convinced that all the alternatives have been properly explored. We – and
many of our peers – firmly believe that placing restrictions of this kind on the market is neither
in the best interests of agents, nor in the best interests of tenants.
I hope you will consider our words with due seriousness, and look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

Nital Patel

nital@skybluehomes.co.uk
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